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 top headlines
 Translational research 
Tadataka Yamada, a global health
 leader, talked about research
 innovation during a keynote
 address on campus.

 Senator visit 
U.S. Sen. Joe Donnelly learned
 more about the IU School of
 Medicine and Riley Hospital for
 Children during a recent visit.

 Gold certification 
A ceremony Sept. 25 will celebrate
 the Glick Eye Institute's leading
 status as a LEED Gold certified
 building.

 IUPUI Regatta 
A full field of 112 teams, including
 four from IUSM, will row to win in
 the fifth annual canoe race.

 editor’s picks
News to Use

 News roundup 
Updates on new clinical trial billing
 mandates, Kuali Coeus IRB
 implementation, campus flu shots
 and more.

Opportunities

 Director sought 
IUSM seeks a director for the Social
 and Community Contexts of Health

features of the week

 story

Surgical boot camp

The new Surgical Skills Training Center
 establishes the IU Department of Surgery as
 only one of two in the nation to require that
 surgical residents prove they are skilled at a
 procedure with a proficiency test before they
 are allowed to perform it on a patient.

 podcast

'Sound Medicine'
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 Care competency.

Grants

 Biobank funding 
Indiana Biobank has launched a
 pilot program to fund research
 studies that utilize its biospecimens.

Kudos

 Honored educators 
Two IU School of Medicine faculty
 members have been honored for
 efforts to further the radiology
 profession.

 faculty & staff spotlight
 Robotic scrub nurse 
An IU surgeon and Purdue
 engineer hope to create a robotic
 assistant for the operating room.

 student spotlight
 Gold Humanism 
This year's student, resident and
 faculty inductees into the Gold
 Humanism Honor Society have
 been announced.

This week on "Sound Medicine," Rachel
 Vreeman, assistant professor of pediatrics
 at the IU School of Medicine, will dispel the
 myth that childhood vaccinations cause
 autism. Additional topics include the growth
 of concussion clinics for young athletes,
 new guidelines that encourage surgeons to
 order less blood for operations and a
 movement to reduce unnecessary medical
 procedures.

 events & lectures
IUSM art exhibit submissions due
10-02-2013

IUSM Fall Faculty Meeting
10-03-2013

Vision Research Symposium
 abstracts due
10-04-2013

Biostatistics Short Course
11-19-2013
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